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indeed. Herder already said all that was to be said,
when, in his essay on Winckeimann, he wrote : " Wo
bist du, geliebtes Griechenland, voll schoner Gotter=
und Jugendgestalten, voll Wahrheit im Truge und
Trug voll schoner Wahrheit? Deine Zeit ist da-
hin."1 It is this thought that Schiller crystallizes
into undying verse. To him the Greek gods represent
an ideal of harmonious beauty which has vanished
from the world, to give place to an outlook on life in
which sense and spirit are implacably at war. Like
the poets of the preceding age, Schiller turns to
Greece in his flight from the discordant present; his
vision, no less than theirs, is born of discontent and
disillusionment. We are sometimes apt to forget
that Weimar Hellenism, with all its noble achieve-
ment, is reared upon an irreconcilable dualism; that
its most constant element is no exotic culture, Greek
or French, but that all-suffusing pietism which forms
the abiding basis in the spiritual life of the German
people. Hence the eternal cry of " Entsagung"
that rings through all German poetry; hence, too,
that unquenchable thirst of the finer spirits, imprisoned
within a harsh reality, for a serener world which knows
nothing of such " Entsagung ". And now, as always,
the gods of Greece are the guardians of the ideal for
the disillusioned soul; the cry goes forth to them
when the spirit is in tribulation, or when the craving
for beauty makes itself felt above the demands of the
moral life. Thus the significance of Schiller's Goffer
Griechenlands lies, not in its criticism of the present, to
which the gods are but a foil, but rather in the foil itself.
At no period of German history have the gods of
Greece played a more positive and harmonious role
than now. Schiller's gods may be but " schone
Wesen aus dem Fabelland ", merely shadows adorned
1 Werke* VIII, p. 481. O±, again, in his Ideen %u einer Geschichte der
Philosophie der Menscbheit (XIV, p. 142) ; " Verschwunden skid sie von der
Erde. . . . Wetden, da diese schonsten Idole der menschlichen Einbildungs-
kraft gefallen sind, auch die minder=sch6nen wie sie fallen ? Und wem
werden sie Platz machen, andern Idolen ? "

